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~APTER + 
THE PROBLEM, JUSTIFICATION.t SCOPE 
Statement of the problemo-~ This study is a direct 
outgrowth of the desire of memb.ers of the Masters Degree 
Committee of the Boston University School of Education to 
learn as much about applicants for the Master of Education 
Degree as could be obtained from available resourceso The 
purpose of this study is to obtain the following inform&= 
tion~ 
a.} The number of applicapts for the degree of Master of 
Education from the Fall of 1947 to the Spring of 1958o 
b) The number of applicants for. the degree of Master of 
Education who were ' denied admis~ion to the Boston 
University School of Educationo 
c) The number of applicants who were admitted clear 9 or 
without restrictiono 
d) The number of applicants who we~e admitted on proba= 
tion. 
e) The number of admitted applicants who were awarded the 
degree of Master of Education of the basis of comple~ 
tion of the thirty-six semester hour certificate re-
1") 
quirement .o 
The number of admitted applicants who were awarded the 
degree of Master of Education om the basis of completing 
Bost on Univer sity 
School of Educatioa 
Library 
thirty semester hours and writing a thesiso 
gJ The number of applicants who were awarded the degree of 
Master of Education and took further work toward either 
the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Specialization or 
the degree of Doctor of Education at Boston University 
.School of Edueationo 
h) The number of admitted applicants who were not awarded 
the degree and failed to register for any courseso 
i) The number of admitted applicants who were not awarded 
the degree by virtue of self-inactivation~ or who were 
not award~d the degree by virtue of the time-limit re= 
gulatiOl'lo 
j) The number of admitted applicants who were not awarded 
the deg~ee by virtue of being inactivated by action of 
the Boston University School of Educationo 
k) The number of applicants admitted during the time limits 
of this study who are still in the process of completing 
the requirements for the degree of Master of Educa.tiono 
1) The number of male applicantso 
m) The number of female applicantso 
n) Tke number of admitted applicants who received their pre= 
vious degrees from the following classifications of 
colleges~ 
lo Teachers Colleges 
2 o .Specific Liberal Arts Colle gel! 
3o State Universities 
4o . Pri:vate Universities 
5!1 . . Bo·l!ton University School of Educatiom 
2 
. _- - ~ 
Boston University: Other schools and eollege8 
Miscellaneous in~~itutions 
·- , .. •'. : .. 
The area of speciall.zation of all •dmitted , appli<:;a.nts • 
• . - ._·_ ;. j. 
ta Masters Degree committee, the writers felt that statis-
tical treatment of the dat~ obtained would make such a stud7 
more meaningful. Th'qs,. a second purpose of t:pts study i8 to 
! 
appl.y statistical a1uilyse8 to the data obtai:itediP' 
A third purpose of this study is that of . prHen-
·~ 
ting the inf'ormation in prbf'essionally approved i'erm to 
the Masters Degree Cormnittee of the Boston Universit7 School 
of' Education ·early in the Fall of 1958 with the hope that 
it will aid in the improvement of the Master of Education 
degree program at the Boston University School of Education. 
and hence will aid in improving the teaching profe8sion in 
general •. 
Justification of the study~-- With the educational 
system of America under fire from many quarters as a result 
of the eeming of the "Sputnik .Era,• a lo:mger and eleser look 
18 being given $it the field of teacher-educatioD, with par-
ticular emphasis ~1 the preparation of secondary school 
teachers • . More and more, an advanced degree is required .for 
certi.fication in many areas of specialization. As one of' 
the leading teacher education institutions in the United 
States~ Boston Uaiversity is becoming aware of the need f~r 
more and better advanced education of teachers. .The factual 
' - ' ~--.. 
3 
data obtained from this study and the statistical analyses 
o:r this factual data can be used in the modifying of the 
program leadingto the Master of Education degree at Boston 
University School of Education in order that it may main-
tain its place of leadership in the field of teacher-,duca-
tio• and hence.t :ms.y aid the United States in maintaining its 
position of world leadership o 
Scope of the studyo~- This study involves every 
applicant for tb.e Master of Education degree at Bosto:n .UD.i-
versity School of Education whose name was put on a perma-
na:n.t record sb.eet in the permanant record .filem in the office 
of the regietrar of Boston University Sehoel of Edueationo 
Approximately 80,00"0 ' r~cord8- of all students were examined 
and all of the approximately 8,000 records of the Master of 
Education applicants were ueed in obtaining .the desired 
inf'ormatioao 
4 
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CHAPTER I~ 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
i 
In reviewing the related literature~ three cate-
gories seem pertinent to this study., These divisions are, 
for practical classification and presentation, trends, 
theses 2 ~d letter-grades. These topics have not necessa-
rily been organized into separate sections, but rather have 
been interwoven in their relationship to the whole, n~ely, 
an objective basis for evaluation 0f th,e Master's Program 
often termed, "the 5th Year on 
Studies directly correlated to our research were 
. / 
rather limited; however, the purpos~ and need for evalua-
tion of the M•ster 1 s Program is well illustrated by 
McCulloch~ 
The 5th year program is no longer reserved fer 
specialists but is sought b_y any professionally mind-
ed teacher. It is no lo~er the "researcher" alone 
who seeks additional tratningo Expanding knowledge 
and emphasis in four are,s; general education, sub-
ject specializatien, professional training, and ap-
prentice work--ar~ incre,sing the necessity for a 
5t~ year as basic traini~ for eTery teachero Some 
responsibility may be implied thereby to the teacher-
training, agency 1 to supply that fifth year not just to 
tlil.e best, but to the ent~re fieldo Possibly expand-
ing knowledge and shifti~ emphasis on these four 
fields imply~ toe, need ~or a re-appraisal of con-
tent of the Master's program.Y * 
. 
"More graduate stude~ts in the nation's colleges 
~oCulleeh, Robert, "Tne Rol• of Graduate Schools in 
Teacher Education: A Study of Ten Graduate Programs." 
North Central _Asscciation Qsarterly, 30: 211-18, 1955. 
-5-
• 
e 
-
and universities study education than anything elsee This 
is shown in a National Science Foundation study on gra"" 
•2' duate enrollment for 1954., .. o • =t 
u., In that year 9 an estimated 88~'500 graduate stu-
dents of education were enrolled as compared to . 
58;,000 in the natural sciences and engineering and 
68 9 000 in the social s~tences 9 hum.anitiesP psychol= ogy.~~ and other fieldsoJV 
These figures would justify the need far> constant 
self=evaluation in order to meet the standards of higher 
education9 and certainly the needs of the students o 
E., G .. Clark9 Director of Graduate Studies at 
Indiana State Teachers College 9. illustrates t~ growth of 
the Masterus Program by citing these revealing _figures fram 
a study by Jaraz~ 111900~""1 9 583 Master 8 s degrees, in 1954-= 
56~ 7 88 Master g s degrees .. n!ll' 
Clark also cites that "it was found for elemen= 
tary teachers the masterus level had risen from Oo6% in 
1939 to 12oB% in 1956.. The increase for secondary teach= 
ers 12.,9% to 43.,7~ .. ".2/ 
Y~Edueation Tops Other Graduate. S.chool Studies o 11 Scienc-e 
News _Letter9 72<t 373,~~ December 149 1957o 
l!Ibidog Po J73o 
!JI' Clarkg E., · G.; 9 ."Fifth Ye~r in Teacher Educ at ton,." Teacher 
College Journal 9 28~ 95=8 9 May 9 1957., 
.2/Ibid.g pp., 95=8. 
6 
The r$search ·prospectus by the Midwest Graduate 
Study and Research ·Foundation in 1953-54.showed that nearly 
49% of all master's degrees awarded during that academic 
year were in education, -as .. compared ·to about 43% in 1952-53, 
and 41% in 1951-52o~ 
Tolman in her review to the Master's Committee 
of Boston University School of Education stated:· 
Increasing number of institutions in New England 
giving Master's degrees .. in Education in recent years 
is a factor with which we must reckono In our listing 
of Education degrees in New England, the State Teach-
ers Colleges which used to give very ~ew graduate 
degrees or none at all gave in '55-56: Worchester-83, 
Bridgewater-139, Bqston-114, Fitchberg-4lo 
Boston College gave 114 and Springfield 139o 
Figures for 1953 indicate 78 given at Boston College 
and 48 at Springfieldo In cqmmenting on the Master 
of Arts in Teaching at Harvard, the Woodring re·port 
mentions something like 550 Masters degrees given 
th~re in the past 5 years, nQt c9unting the parallel 
program in the elementarieso2/ · 
Certainly the ~vidence is quite clear that a 
large part of the ~ncrease in attendance at graduate schools 
': ' ' , ' ~ ·• I 
throughout the country may be attributed to this sudden 
movement upon the · part ot the teadhers to · improve their 
·\·. 
level of preparationo Consequently the influx of school 
personnel into graduate programs has necessitated many admin-
~ Ibido, PPo · 95-~8o 
YTolman, Lo Eo, "General Summary of Re·cent Literature on 
Graduate Study in Educationo" · (l,Jnpublished paper 1 ·Boston University, Schpol of Education, Po 1, May, 195Bol 
;, 
.) 
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istrative changese 
Clark again » in reference to a study made by 
McCulloch of ten colleges» cited these trends~ 
(l) Emphasis increasing in summer school, night 
school and extension .worko The Master's degree no 
longer attained on campuso 
(2) Thesis o 
studyo 
0 o replaced by course work and field 
(3) Hastening of time _element; Masters degree obtained 
in fewer number of yearso 
(4) Graduate courses enrolling teachers become much 
like undergraduate courseso Teacher who is mere-
ly filling gaps in his education is not ready 
for ad~anced wo+ko 
(5) Workshop courses have increasedo 
(6) The foreign language requirement has been droppedp 
(7) The t:,ra~iti9~al ui!dergraduate B average is and 
has been dropped ~V ., · 
In view of these obvious and realistic trends 
it would seem imperati~e that each teachers college arid 
school Qf education examine its administrative procedures, 
with a view of providing a more effebtive education for 
teachers and of maintaining high standards for graduate ·worko 
The problem then beqomes one of standardizing a · 
·criteria for -an accrediting organizationo In attempt~ng 
th~ l;at~:ep, .Ander;_~on and Richardson ''found little spec.ific 
'(' .. 
g 
information and few standards by which to judge the quality 
of a college 9 s program for the Mast.er 9 s degreeo n2J .Anderson 
and Richarq:son, therefore» formulated criteria which might 
be used to evaluate graduate programso The following were 
pertinent to this study: 
(1) A Mast~r 9 s degree program must be built upon a 
strong undergraduate programo 
(2) Only students of more than average ability as 
undergraduates should be admitted to graduate 
programso 
{3) There should be enough courses restricted to 
graduate students to ensure that a substantial 
proportion of their instruction will be on a 
strictly graduate levelo 
(4) Gradu~te students enrolling in courses open also 
to unij.ergraduates should be held to greater and 
deeper accomplishments in these courses than those 
of the undergraduate studentso 
{5) The program should demand from each Master's 
student a demonstration of his research ability--
not necessarily a thesis 9 but a problem calli,pg 
for similar skillso 
- (6) The program of each Master's student should in-
clude a reasonable amount of speciali~ation in 
one area of studyo 
(7) There should be enough flexibility in the Master's 
program to permit a maximum of scholarly learningG 
(S) An adequate counseling program should be providedo 
(9) Graduate instruction should be limited to those 
staff members who are qualified to stimulate 
learning at the graduate levelo 
9/Anderson, Earl Wo, and Richardson9 Oo To, "Bases for .Eva-
-luating the Master 9 s Programo" Journal· of Higher- Educ·a~ · 
tion _,_ 24: 276-Sl, October, 1953. 
' . ~... . 
9 
(10) Staff load should pe·rm~t ·time to ·supervise the 
Mastervs degree candidates and their worko 
{11) The staff of the graduate school granting the 
degree should have enough contact wi'th each stud;.ent· 
to be able to observe his growth as a student, 
direct.his learn~ng effecl~v~~Y' . and evaluate his academ~c accompl~shmentso~ . . .. . . . 
These bases are thought to be an intelligent and 
objective attempt at overcoming many basic weaknesses of 
our graduate programs; they are by no means final, but can 
provide for a postive approach towards evaluation and im-
provemento 
From a questionnaire study carnied on by Dean 
Wo Eo Smith of the Graduate School at 'Miami University in 
Ohio, the following data was obtained on the trend to-
wards a fifth year terminal degreeg 
Many colleges are universities are giving a "terminal" 
degree at the fifth or sixth year to meet the demand . 
for degrees for specialistso Many faculties and 
deans consider them low= brow". Aa regards terminology, 
some people consider 11terminala to be for those who , 
should not go beyond that degree; ·others consider it~ to 
be a professional or service degree not preparing for 
the doctorateo Out of 60 sc:hools reporting, over half 
have one or more terminal degrees at the Master-'s 
levelo There is the recognized difficulty of providing 
adequate faculty for the amount of guidance of 
research which is essential for a traditional Master's; 
the danger of· ·poor quality students using the terminal 
as an easy path to the top, and the problem of labeling 
degree terminal when the student might later decide 
to go onoll/ 
lQ/IbidoJ ppo 276-81. 
11/Smith, William Eo, "Terminal Master's Degreeso 11 !!2• 
gressive Education, )2g 103-108, July, 1955o 
10 
SmithVs study revealed the following critenon 
concerning credits and grades for the fifth year or the 
Master's degree: 
(A) Credits: 
(1) 24 hours plus a thesis or 32 to 36 hours 
course worko 
(2) In Schools of Education, the 32 to 33 hour 
program with project, or the 36 hour pro-
gram without theses are the general ruleo 
· (3) There is implied the coming acceptance of 
36 hour program because schools can't 
finance the research involved in anything 
elseo 
(R) Grades: 
{1) Only one institution accepted a C average 
for a terminal degreeo 
(2) The others maintain B with an allowance of 
6 hours of C balanced with an equal number 
of A's in some other subjecto 
(3) D grades are not acceptedol2j 
The following concepts concerning standards for 
a graduate program were obtained from the previously men-
tioned study by Smith: 
(1) Thorough grounding in content subjects at under-
graduate levelo 
( 2) Adequat.e preliminary tests of""· a · comprehensive nature., 
·which should be administered early in the programo 
(3) Training in collection» analysis, and interpr..ata;.. 
tion of data, either as thesis, report of project 
or through courses in researcho 
12/Ibid~, PPo 103-lOSo 
:~ .. '  
11 
(4) 15 hours in purely graduate courseso 
(5) Certification by approved four year college or 
university a 
· (6) Use of official transcript for evaluation. 
(7) No applicant should be accepted whose under-
graduate average is below 2o0a Of those instit-
·utions that were sent questionnaires on this 
subject and returned answers to specific qtl'~stions 
ab6ut ·one-third of them admit no students to their 
Graduate School whose grade averages fall below 
2o5o About two-thirds of them do admit students 
_ ..u,pon. _passing satisfactorily either their graduate 
school or departmen~al exams, or the Graduate 
Record Exam. A large percentage of them use 
probation, in combination with examinationso 
These latter institutions generally classify appli-
cant~ as specials until they have proven ·· their 
abilities and wortho 
{8) A terminal degree, at any leve~, shou~d not be 
given to a candidate until he has passed satis-
factorily a comprehensive examination, whether 
written or oral or botho His grade average 
should be a B or bettero 
(9) The degree should be completed in a reasonable 
amount of timeo 
(10) There should be reasonable residence require-
mentso.!,V 
The literature expressed the need for competent 
teachers with the thorough training of an advanced degree 
but not necessarily a doctorateo Some of the practices 
and principles followed in Oklahoma's State Colleges ·since 
1954 would be an ·exemplification of the above statement. 
-, ; 
, ·, 
r , 
"The degree termed "Mastervs of Teaching'-' is considered 
primarily as a terminal program ·and not as intermediate 
between ba,cca~aureate and doctoral.o..ul4j 
The writers of this thesis felt that the idea of 
13 
the "Masterls of Teaching" degree was worthy of considerationo 
The flexibility of such a degree=program should make it 
possible to serve the needs of a greater number of teachers 
in our schools, while retaining the respect and dignity 
traditionally associated with the 5th yearo 
The following area under consideration con-
cerned the thesiso Two factors on this subject seem perti-
nent for our purpose;i the number of theses reported in 
previous trends and studies, and trends concerning the writing 
of a thesis as a requirement for the Master 9s degreeo 
A. noticeable trend was "making theses optional~ 
substituting either research project or other coursesol5j 
Rogers stated~ 
Since teachers will, for the most part, be consumers 
rather than producers of research they are encouraged 
to become proficient in the. use of research materialso 
ConsequentlY., no research C:.f thesis proportions is 
requiredo~ 
Smith stated~ 
With new requirements in many states for higher 
degrees for teachers and salary increments based on 
possession of higher degrees, it looks now as if we 
~Rogers, J o F o 9 "O:l<lahoma v s Fifth Year Programo" Teacher-s ·· ·· ·· College Journal, 2S: 8, -october, ·l956. 
1 5/Maaske, Ro Jo, "Factors in a Desirable ·Master'ls Degree 
- Program for Elementary School Teacherso" · Educational 
Administration and Supervision» 41: 23..;30, January, 1955. 
16/Rogers, Opo citog Po So 
.. , .. I. ''·' '· "·· ' 
may have to settle for the 36~hour ~rogram in the 
majority of cases, particularly in elementary and 
secondary educationo Funds are not available to 
institutions for increased ,f.aculties to direct 
research, read theses, and pror~rly examine the in-
creasing number of candidates a ··1 / .. 
To·lman, in her report to the Boston University 
School of Education Master's Committee, stated and summariazed 
this trend of making theses optional~ 
Discussion surrounding the thesis centers both 
on the matter of value and on the matter of expediency 
in the light of increasing enrollmento Discussion 
may be found on both sides of the fence pertinent 
to the value of the thesiso As the Mastervs degree 
shifts to the extended preparation of the public 
school teacher~ rather than being limited to the 
specialist, the researcher, or the college teacher, 
some people question the value of the formal thesis 
as a part of that trainingo Many who apparently 
would sacrifice the thesis speak instead in favor of 
solution of a partical school problem,--which when 
described seems often to compare with many items we 
term "thesis".o Some, on the other hand, maintain 
the value, even for the classroom teacher who is 
merely extending her training, of scientific approach 
to a problem is an incentive to further inv~stigations 
as the student goes ahead into his careero · 
i' 
Looking at the su~aries and reports of surveys in-
volving the thesis reported in the literature, there 
would seem to be very few schools where there is not 
an alternate plan of some sortJ-=the "solution of 
a practical problem" or else 3D hourso 
As regards expediency, there is rather general 
admission in the literature that with the tremendous 
increase in Mastervs candidates, the faculty spreads 
its~lf too thin if it attempts thesis advising for 
every studento However, at least one school, Chicago, 
emphasizes faculty time for researcho One third of 
the time of the faculty member is to be spent on 
researcho One of their problems, they say, is trying 
l7/William Smith, opo cito 9 PPo 103=108. 
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to get faculty members to discipline themselves so as 
not to t~ke on so much they can't spend time on re-
searcho~ 
The thesis at the Master's level, despite shifting 
emphasis, has certainly not disappearedo It may take the 
form of a practical problem in many schools, but it still 
is termed a thesis in many caseso 
Tolman, in reporting on the number of theses, 
cites Lamke and Silvey~ 
In Master's Theses in Educ-ation· ~--1956"'"21. · approx= 
imately 225 1nstitut1ons have theses-ent~redo Ap= 
Proximately 167 are listed as not having theses sub-
mitted in 1956-57o In Massachusetts, Harvard, North-
eastern, four state teachers colleges, the University 
of Massachusetts and Boston College are · in·-this latter 
gro~p,--among otherso 
' Boston University has listed 152 theses for 1956-27~ 
In a tabulation by number of degr~es given, the top 
ten schools in numl;>~r of graduate~ appear to be (with) 
thes_es in parenthe~is) Columbia (4)f New York Univer-
sity:' (5), University of Michigan (51, University of 
Sou~pern Cfilifornia : (46) , Ind~ana · Uni. ve-rsi ty (9) , 
Bostbn Uni~ersity (~52) 9 Georg~ P~abody (no reply), 
University of Pitt&'Qurg (no thesis), University of 
Illinois (7} and Wayhe (10)., Amqng this group, 
Boston University q'bviously stand$ at the top ·in num-
ber of theses subm~~ted, assu~~ing, of course, the 
accuracy of this l~terature c~ted'r However, there 
are .some other sch991s besides Boston University sub• 
mitting rather lengthy lists~ · Alabama State College., 
Montg()mery {50), San Franciscq State College (143)~ 
Ca~hol~c;University {71)» De)'aiil University of 
Chicago (60), Illinois Normal University (55), 
Drake {74), Iowa State College A & M (46), Iowa 
State·" Teachers College Cedar Falls (34), State 
Univ;ersJty of Iowa (28L Kansas Sta.te Teachers Co.lleg_ e 
Emporia {66), Corflell (73), Uni versi t .y of Kansas (89), 
New Jersey .State Teachers College (54), North Carolina 
College, Durham (49), Ohio State University -(95), 
18 ·. . .- . ~Lo Eo Tolman, op:,O cit o 9 p.; 6o 
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Rhode Island College of Education (23), Tennessee 
A & M (134), University of Texas (226), Brigham 
Young (44), UniversitY. of Utah (40), and University 
of Washington {44) .:!.} ·· · 
The University of Texas is the only school in 
this random sampling, which has a greater number of theses 
than Boston University. The implications and conclusions 
to be drawn from the above are well presented by Tolman: 
It would seem that as one of the top schools of 
education in the country, it is to our advantage 
and to that of our students to stand at the top in 
the area of research. Though we select thesis can-
didates more and more carefully, it would be rather 
unfortunate to forfeit the thesis,--better to improve 
it. Some might well maintain the responsibility 
for research whic~ _ the leading schools in the country 
should assume. 20/ · 
The concluding factor for analysis is that of 
grades. In a study by Capps, reference is made to the 
high skewness of graduate marks. 
There seems to be a clustering of grades in the 
neighborhood of 80. This limited range and skewness 
of distribution have resulted £rqm a policy of the 
marking system in which it ia ~tated that only mark$ 
of "80 ~f bigher" may be applied to the master's 
degree.:!;) · 
Batchelder and Cook, who compiled a summary of 
conferences on the subject of' "5thYear of Teacher Education:• 
stated that "whatever aY.e.rage you set is what professors 
will .give. Grade-~ fer- graduate students are simply not 
19/Lamke, J. A., Silvey, H. M., "Master's Theses in Education 
56·57.", cited by Tolman, L. E., op. -cit., pp. 6-7. 
20 ~Ibid~ s pp. 6-7. 
21/Capps, Marian P., "Contributions of the Graduate Record 
Ex~iaatiQns and the National Teacher Examinations to the 
Prediction of Graduate School Success .. " Journal of Educa-
tional Research,. 50': 383-89, January, 1957. -
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distributed ott22j 
A summary of grade distributions from several of 
ten institutions visited by McCulloch during the summer of 
1954 would substantiate the previously mentioned studies: 
~ of Course Per Cent 
.A-B~. 
- - - -
Large Institutions ~ all grades 41 51 
Large Institutions~ edd grades 31 · 59 
Mutiple purpose~ Edo courses (a)35 60 
Teacher training » all courses 29 64 
Large in~~i. t~tions 9 ed o c6urses (a) ,,,.,. . :, 50 43 
Mutiple purpose~ Edo courqes (a)36 57 
Mutiple purpose ~ Edo courses (a)28 58 
4 
5 
4 
7 
3 
2o4 
(2%B-) 
Other 
6 (-e) 
4 (e) 
4 (e) 
lo2(e) 
4 (b)(e) 
5 (c)(e) 
12 (d)(e) 
(a) Institutions with restrictive policies of admissiono 
(b) Covers a Ten year Periodo 
('·· de· )) 1947-4Bo 23/ Summer 1953 o · 
(e) Deviation from lOO% not explained by authoro 
The literature clearly indicates that mostly 
A9 s and B9 s constitute graduate grades 9 with c~s being 
rarely giveno This factor becomes significant when 
McCulloch states~ 
The requirement of a B average for .. . admissi_on .to-
candidacy or for granting the·· ma:S'ter 9 s degree .does nett. 
serve as a reliable means of eliminating undesirable 
or unqualified degree applicantso The percentage 
of unsatisfactory graduate grades in six schools 
which admit all bachelor 9 s degree holders was found 
no higher ~han in those institutions which are more 
selective a:!:/ 
22/Batchel~er, Ho To» "Analysis of Outcomes of the Confer-
ences on the 5th Year of Teacher Educationo't r ·eac·hers 
College- Jour!lal ~ 27~ 6-? o Pctpbero 1955o · . 
23/Robert McCulloch 9 Op o cito 9 ppo 211=1So 
24/Ibido» PPo 211-lBo 
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The clo~ing paragraph in McCulloch's conclusion 
expressed what was assumed to be the reality of the trend 
related to graduate gradeso 
The fifth year program is considered a graduate 
program and that the master's degree is almost 
universally awarded as a consequenceo State laws 
and school policy are drafted in terms of the master's 
degree as the fifth year of teacher-trainingo I 
conclude that we sh~ll cqntinue to offer the fifth-
year of training for teachers and administrators as 
part of our graduate program, and to award the 
Master's degree at its cq~clusion probaqly with-
out a2thesis or a foreigq language as a require-mento::J 
SUMMARY 
The writers attempted to objectively focus on 
three major areas concerning the Master 9 s Prog~am: (I) 
trends, (I~) theses, and (III) graduate &radeso 
(I) Trends: 
(1) Education leading other grad'!late studies; 
increasing number of schools , giv~~g Maat-.er's 
:• ~ ~ . J. I ,;, __ '· degree., 
(2) Flexibility of the 5th Year program is 
gradually evolving; ioe .O:J! ·Master of 
h. Teaching degree and terminal degreeso 
~ "• {J ) Thesis and foreign language requirement 
~· being replaced by 36 hour program or 
some f'acsimile o 
(4) General evaluating of admission policyo 
(5) Recognizing need for ad~quate staff, 
guidance, etco 
~Ibido, PPo 211-18 • 
. · --~-
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(II) Theses:: 
{l) Redefining what constitutes a thesiso 
(2) Shifting emphasis away from extensive 
research demanded for thesiso 
(3) Alternate plans being used; ioeo, 
solution of "practical problem" or 
completion of )6 hour programo 
(III) Grades: 
(1) Skewness of marks making them insigni-
ficanto 
{.2) Giving of fin~l comprehens.i ves ·or orals 
to offset emphasis on grad~_So 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH .PROCEDURES 
The first step take:n. 1m carryi:ag out this study 
. 
was te gatller all aTailable in.fermatiom frem tlae persoJlal 
recorda (!)f all applicants to and ca•didate·a i• tll.e Master ef 
EducatiOB program at Bosten UBiversity between the .Fall of 
1947 and the· SpriBg ·0f 19.57o The lliizoiters will not for prae-
tical concern again bring to focus the applicants wh.e were 
n~t accepted to the pr0gram in that the information avail-
able regardim.g them was ab0ut !dlp and about all that e<Duld 
be done was to make a total ceunt of the applieantl!l whG were 
refused admissio• te t:m.e ~egram; thuag concentrati•n wall 
focused .eB the eaadidates i• the Master of Education pregramo 
Tally saeetl!l~~ to assist im 9btainimg this iBformatio•, were 
devised in accordance with tke data available from the per-
sonal records., .I:a order t0 simplify the tallying process, a 
number was given t0 each 4~ndidate; t:Jrla number was then 
applied 1m the various areas eB the tally sheet in accor-
dance with tlle ilU'ormation obtained on that j,ndividual . -." 
whom the number r,epresentedo 
Totals were develcip'eCL from the tally sheets; these 
totals were then tra:ns.t'o~ed i:nto percentages (Tables 1, 2 -, 
3, 4.) A rand0m · sampliBg was then · tak.en i1l E')rder to per-
form the Chi Square, Test of S+g•~ficanee, OB the data eb-
!Jsee appem.dix Ao 
·, .... 
tainedo It was deciQ.ed to utilize ·approximate l y t en per= ·· 
cept of the populati~n for the sampling» in such a way that 
the writers could assume th,e sampling percentage represen= 
" 
tative of the total poptllationo 
' . 
The personal records were filed in alphabetical 
order accordtng to the 1candidate 9 s last nameo The tallying 
was done also in this fashion; thus sheet one began with 
·~ 
th~ first lett-er ofthe alphabet~ and sheet two hundred 
anq sixty-three e:.nded the alphac:et o Approximately thirty= 
~_.~ · ·: ' · : .~ ::···· ~ · ·~ ~r 
one candidates were includQd on each tally sheeto A ten 
percent samplirig representing the total population was 
desired» therefore numbers one» ten~ and twenty were .chosen 
from each tally sheet o To check on the sampling 9 the 
sampling number with the .population number in each of the 
various areas were compared; for example 9 the sampling 
' 
number of males was compared with the population-' number 
... .. 
of male so ·· Between seven Jmd ' ten percent of the population 
' . . 
was utilized in all case~ in th~ samplingo _. In most cases 
nine percent of the populat~c;m was utilizedc 
The chi ·s.quai"'e. was then utilized in measuring 
significanceo Wherever practical 9 "he lf'ourf'old table was 
_, 
. > 
usedo These tables utilized Yates 9 "C'O'rrection for dis-
continuity" because tha ... e~.c.t..ed .£requ.ency in.. many casas. 
was beJ.ow ·-:teno.,..~ 1 It was necessary to utilize the 2 by K 
VMcNemar, Quinn o Pslcholoftical· Statistic so Second Edo, 
John Wiley & Sons» nco 9 ew York, 1955 ; PPo 230=lo 
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,, 
and K by L tablesY ' in which it was not possible to ineorpor= 
ate the Yates'"cQrreetion for discontinuity" even though some 
of the expected frequencies were under ten and a few under 
five., 
CHAPI'ER IV 
. ANAL:fSIS OF THE DATA 
Beginning w~th percenta~e~ obtained from the 
total pop~lation, ~t can be readi~y seen fro~ Table 1 that 
;· \ 
only 6,~% of the aBp-l~cants were ~dmitted on probation, while 
f ·; 
' ' 
93o8% were admitteq ctearo The f~males s+ightly outnumber 
, ~ . . .. ' ..... ~ "'"' 
the ma+eso Better rh~n half of t~ose appli~ants admitted 
to the Master of Education program received a degree, 
while 27% failed to complete the program, 13o4% were still 
in progress, and 2o8%' of those admitted were unaccounted 
for in the Fina~ Analysis. 
Table lo Numerical Totals and Percentages of Applicants 
Refused, Admitted , Completed, Still in Process 
and Inactivatedo 
··- -·-
CatagQries Number Percent · Catagories ~umber Percent.. 
-·· 
~ . ~ (ll f2l t<' ,, \ .. (2 '} (~ \ .. 
-
Admitted~. 8246 Inactivated .. 2221 27o0 
-
Clee.:r .... o 7733 · 93o8 Took no 
Frob. •o 513 6 .. 2 courses ••• 707 31..8 
Mal€~ 0 ... - 3820 . 46o3 2 yro limo 1494 67o3 
Females • -4:426 53o7 Invol. 000 20 .9 
Completed • 4676 56.8 :)till in pro-
cess .... o .... · ........ 1094 13o4 
Thesis· o o 3658 78o2 Unaccounted. 255 2o8 
36-hours 1018 21 .. 8 Refused Adm. 244 
. . 
. I 
-
It can be seen from Table 2 that the greater 
proportio~ of qpplicants did their undergraduate work at a 
liberal arts college, a teachers college, or Boston Univer-
sity School of Educationo The liberal arts college con-
tributed the largest number of .candidates, with the other 
two catagories in secopd and third place respectivelyo 
Table 2. Numer~cal Totals and Percentages of Types of 
Undergraduate Colleges Attended by Applicants 
College Number Percent College Number Pez:-cent 
lll _121 ' l3l -.lll ·' {21 (3} 
--
Teachers_ q. 2074 25~~ Misco • 190 2.3 
LiberaJ. Bo U o J 
Arts • 2307 ,274-9 Other 81$ 9.8 ...••.. 
S'to Unl Yo • 589 '' 7~1 Bo Uo, 
Pvto Univo 102 . Bo-4 SED •• 1611 19.4 
. 
Regarding the percentage of candidates in e~ch 
.! 
of the various fields of specialization, it is· noted from 
Table 3 that Elementary Education is by far the most popular 
area of specialization, having 30.2~ of all candidates in 
the Master of Education programo The next largest area of 
specialization is Guidance and Counseling, which takes in 
approximately 12.1~ of the candidateso The other twenty-
! 
three ar~as_ of special:ization·· a·c·count ·-for··the- ··remaining ·, 
dandidates and range"'frOm o- 2~- to· -7.6%. 
.. .. '• 
; ·J~ . 
Table 3o Numerical Totals and Percentages for Areas of 
S-pecialization of Applic$ts 
Area of ., 
Specialization Noo Percent 
{lJ ' l2r- · l3 r.:;. 
Seco Admino and 
Supervisionooo 
Public School 
Administration 
Audio-Visual 
Education oooo 
Business Edo~~o 
Ed o Me as o and 
Researcho o -~· o o. 
Guidance and 
Counselingoooe 
Recreation and 
Physical Edooo 
Health Edo 
Teaching Readoo 
454 
121 
66 
622 
126 
985 
488 
371 
118 
.~ .. Area of I • 
S.pecializatic>n 
.. (lJ ' ' 
Englishooo J o 
Math ooooo~o 
E:lementary 
Educationo., 
Scienceooooe 
Social 
StudieSoooo 
Seco School 
Core Prog l o 
Speech and 
Speech Edo o 
Special Edo o. 
Unaccounted 
EDr o c ·•n>oo o 
hlSCo.,oooooe 
No o · Pel"cent. 
{2) (.3) 
329 
·146 
2680 
311 
614 
35 
223 
277 
214 
66 
4o2 
2o0 
J0o2 
.. 3 0 8 
7o6 
TE.bl e 4 {page 26) illustrates the trend regarding 
the percentage of completions per year in proportion to 
the total number .of completions during .... t.h~ ten year periodo 
The .yearly percentage» beginning in 1953, is broken down 
into subgroups which represent the graduates who incorp-
orated a thesis in their studies 8 and those who chose to 
to thirty ... sii.x · or-edit hours of course worko Previous to · 
1953, all Master of Education candidates were required 
to incorporate a thesis in their plan of studyo Not until 
1953 did the option plan come into effecto 
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Table 4o Numerical Totals and Percentages of Applicants 
who Completed the Master of:' -Education Programo 
' ' Yeap : Year -
Completed Number Percent ·· Completi9d Number Percent {lY {2} (3} \: . '•t.tl ; . . ·. · t~l "lJl-
- . 5 o'8 •,' ... ; ~ ~ : 194a 272 " - .. .. 522 llo2 oo f9.55 .•. ~ •• , 
1949 ... 389 . 8o} .l.h . 315 6o7 : es.t;~~! 
1950,oo- 46;3 9o9 36 · br~o~ '207 -4o 5 
1951~ •• 474 lOol :)..9~6 •.••• ~ 496 10o6 
1952 •.••. 434 9o3 The·s.is·. 28.7 6.1 
1953 ~- •••••• 60~ 13o0 ;36 hl'"$~ 210 4o5 
Thesi~ •!• 435 9o3 19-57 • 0 ••• 460 '"' 9.8 
36 hr~o •. 169 3o7 Thesis •• 259 5o5 l¥54·~·i. .~~ . 562 12 o0 ).6 hr~o 201 4o3 
hesJ..~ •• ·~ 332 7ol .. 
36 hrsoi •.• 230 4o9 
; 
'· 
·-
It is very interesting to not~ in Figure l that 
any variation between those ca~dida~es admitted to ~qe 
Master of Ed,ucat_ipl'\ pr.o,gra.m ..c.leat and those admi t,te~ on 
probation mo$t likely came about by chance. 
Figure 1 .. - Chi Square Values in Conjg,nction wi.th Clear~ 
Probation Factor (2 by_2 Tables) 
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·· Statistically speaking, the variations between these two 
catagories are non-significant, with one exception being 
in regard to areas of specia+ization - which will be ~is­
cussed latero 
The chi square wa~ applied to those candidates 
who completed the program (either by the 36 hour plan or 
the thesis plan) in conjupction with their grade averages, 
whether or not they took further work at Boston University 
o,)chool of Educations and their sexo Figure 2 shows that 
the variation between the grade averages of the two 
categories in question was sign-ificant at the ol% level 
of confidenceo 
Figure 2o Chi Square Values in Conjunction with 36-
hours -- Thesis Factor (2 by 2 Tables) 
Thesis candidates tended to achieve at a higher 
grade average than did the thirty-six hour candidateso The 
variation exist~.ng between the two categories in question1, 
and the sex factor was significant at the 1% level of 
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confidence, with the -yrend being that the- females were 
more inclined to write a thesis whi_le the males were JQore 
prone to take thirty-~~x hours o.f . cr-edit o The variance 
between the further work factor and the 36 hour-thesis 
factor was non-significanto 
'Ilhe sex factor was tak~n up-o From Figure 3, it 
can be seen that the variation existing between males and 
. . 
females in conjunction with their grade averages as Mo Edo 
candidates is significant at the ol% level of confidenceo 
Females tended toward higher grade averages than maleso 
As to sex factor and those ·candidates completing the MoEdo 
programj the small variition existent was non-significanto 
Figure 3o Chi Squa:re Values in Conjunction with Male= 
Fem~le FAGtor {2 by 2 Tables} 
T.o"rol"' n .f' t"' ..... ,..,f'; ~""' ce 
5% 2% 1% 
Completion,;, J 
No-rr-f!nmnl ot-_; .1"\,.. l 
"An 
Averages UBU 
:~:i i~~ra~~~a 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 13 
The factor rega~ding type of college where the 
candidate did his undergraduate work was then applied 
to various other factors {Figure 4lo The writers found 
·," . 
signi£icance at the 9 1% +evel of confidenqe in regards 
to the sex factor and undergraduate wo_r k . of those who 
completed the programo The great.est variations occured 
in two catagories~ the tea-chers colleges where there are 
more females and less males than would he expected and 
I 
the state ·universi:ty-~private university~miscellaneous 
ca~e~·ry foonr which more males and ~ess females than 
w6uld be expe~t.ed did their undergraduate work. 
Figure 4o Chi' Square Values in Conjunction with Type 
of College where Undergraduate Work was 
Done ~ {2 by 5 Tables) 
5~ 2% 1% 
.. 
'-· 
-
-·i~ .nou~s- ( The~is · ' 
' 
2 yro ~imit~ 
Completion . · I ( 
Completion"" 
l.Tn"" -"'"'"""' 1 o+-; 1"\1"1 
. F-..- 't Male-.; emal·e 
' l ' ~ 1 o+- o.M , . 
-r 
:-· 0 l 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 '22 
'fhe completion ~ non-completion ·.factor was. t :aken 
(. 
up next in . c'onjunction· with undergraduate work (type of 
college)o The factor of completion vs all non-completion 
which included those candidates admitted to the program 
:.:. 
·., ·. 
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but took no courses was taken upa Significance was 
found at the 2% level pf confidenceo Secondly» the factor 
of completions versus those candidates who began their 
course work but who became inactivated was consideredo 
Significance was found at the 5% l~vel of confidenceo In 
both cases~ the major variance seemed to occur with the 
non-completions in the teachers college, liberal arts 
college, and state universities-provate universities-
miscellaneous categorieso It would be expected that 
more non-completions would occur in the t eacher college 
category than were observed~ while in the other two cate~ 
gories more non-completions were observed than would be 
expectedo 
The Thesis versus thirty-six credit hour factor 
was taken up in conjunction with undergraduate work (type} 
of college)a Significance was found here at the 5% level 
of confidencea The teachers college category contributes 
the greatest part of the variance by far in the direction 
of having more than expected doing theses and many less 
than expected taking thirty-six credit hourso 
The chi square was then applied to the areas in 
which Mastervs candidates speqialized in conjunction with 
other factorso As can be seen in Figures 5, 6 3 and 7 9 all 
chi squares were significant at either the 1% level of 
.. 
~ ... 
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confidence or the ol%: level qf confidenc e o Grade aver ages 
and areas of special~zation were tested first ; first» by 
just those candidate~ admitted clear and then by all cand~ 
idates admitted to the Masterws programo The two tests of 
significance were very similar and significant at the al% 
level of confidenceo The maj or variance appeared to be 
cantributed by the following categories~ Health=Recreat= 
ion~Physical Education in which the expected frequency of 
3o7 to 4o0 averages was somewhat mor e than that observed ; 
Teaching of Reading-Speech Educat i on-Special Education in 
which the observed frequency of } o7 t o 4o0 averages was 
far greater than expected ; Element ary Education in which 
the obsarved frequency of 3o7 to 4 o0 averages was some-
what more than expectedo 
Figure 5o Chi Square Val ues in Conjunct i on with Areas 
of Specialization~ {2 by 10 Tables) 
"A" 
"B·" Averages 
36 hrs-Thesi 
"A" (Clear) 
uRn AvAr::~r:t'A!::: 
Male-Female 
Conf' ·· d ~m r. ' 
~ ~ ~ 1% ol% 
.' • I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 ' 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 150 
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Figure 6o Q.hi Square Value in Conjunction with Area of 
8pecialization» (3 by 10 Tables) 
Completion, 2.., . 
·Levels of 
Confidence 
l% 
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 ' 32 · 36 40 44 
Figure 7o C:hi Squa,re Value in C~njunction with Areas 
of SpecializatiOn (2 by 7 Table) 
Clear-
Probation 
4 
Level of 
Conf1.dence 
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
The · sex factor was taken, up in conj·unction with 
areas of specializationo The chi square far exceeded 
'ignificance at the ol% level of confidericeo A third 
of the total variance could be attributed to the Elemen-
tary Education cate~ory -where the expected frequency of 
males was far greater than that observed and the expected 
frequency of females was far smaller than that observedo 
The other two catee;ories that contributed greatly to the 
variance were Secondary Administration-Public 0chool 
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Administration-Secondary School Core Program and Social 
Studies, both of which had an expectant frequency of males 
somewhat less than observed and an observed frequency of 
females somewhat less than expectedo 
The thesis versus thirty~six credit hour factor 
was utilized in the chi square with areas of specializationo 
The categories contributing to approximately 65% of the 
variance were Guidance and Counseling~ Health Education= 
Recreation-Physical Education ~ and Elementary Educationv 
all in conjunction with thirty-six credit hourso The first 
two categories had observed frequencies greater than ex~ 
pected, while the Elementary Education category had a some-
what greater expectancy than observedo 
The chi square was applied to the areas of specia~ 
ization in conjunction with the completion-two year limit= 
took no courses factor o This application made for a three-
by ten tableo Significance was found at the 1% level of 
confidenceo Approximately one-half the variance can be 
attributed to Te*dhing of Reading- Speech-Special Educati on 
and English categories in conjunction with the two _year 
limit, and Secondary A.dministration-Pu~lic School Admin= 
istration-Secondary School Core Program categories and 
Elementary Education categories in conjunction with took 
· no courses categoryo The teaching of Reading 1 Speech= 
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S.pecial Education and Secondary ~~hool Administration-
Public School Administration-S~cqndary Scho9l Core Program 
. . .
categories had expected frequenc~~s larger .. t~an observed, 
while the English and Elementary Eeucation c~tegories 
; 
had expected frequencies somewhat smaller than observedo 
The chi' square was applied to grade averages in 
conjunction with the completion versus n~n-completion 
factor (Figure B)o This was significant at the ol% level 
' ; .- i'i 
of confidenqeo The candidates who completed the Master's 
degree program tended toward higher grade averages than did 
the candidates who failed to complete the programo 
Figure Bo Chi Square Value in Conjunction with Grade 
4 verage Factor {2 by 2 Table) 
Level of , 
Confidence 
I Complet~on- . ·· 
5 7 
{ . . -
-~· · .. 
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_qHAPTER V 
SUMMARY• FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, SUGGF.S~IONS ·FOR FURTHER STUDY 
RestateDJ.ent of the .froblem 
' l 
This study has a ~bree-'fold purpose: 
1. To obtain certain items of factual information about 
the applicants · for the degree. · of Master of Education. 
at Bois ton Un.i versi ty School of · Edoq.eation from the· 
Pall of 19·47 to the Spring of ~957 o 
2. · To apply statistical analyses to the , faettial data 
obtained in order that such data may be more mean-
ing_f.ul •. 
J.. Tc:> present the factual information in a profession-
ally approved .form to the Masters Degree Committee 
of the Boston Uniyersity ~chool of .Education~ 
B. Summary of the ·Findings 
For the 'sake of c~ari ty of the study and interest of 
the readers._ the raw data will not be summarized in this chap-
ter. They are presented etsewhere in the study in paragraph 
form -and as a table. Stat~sti.eallT; the findings may be sum-
marized as :r·ollowso 
1. There is no significant difference between those 
applicants admit t~d clear- and those adm.i tted on pro-
bation .in conjune~ic;>n with any of the categories used 
. I . 
in the chi square t~st g w1 th the exceptien or areas 
=35= 
of speelalizatlono 
2. Significance was found at the .,.,l%level of conf'idenee 
between those candidates who graduated by takiDg thir-
ty-six credit hours and those who wrote a thesis and 
took thirty credit houre . in conjunction w1 th their 
grade averages obtained in the Master's degree pro-
gram. 
3. · The variation existing between those candidates who 
did a thesis · and thoSe who chose to 'Gake thirty-siX 
hours of credit and the sex factor was significant 
at the .,__1% l.evel cif confidence. 
4. There was no significant variance .found between 
tidrty~six hour graduates and thes1.s graduates ancil 
the .further wor·k .factor.,. 
. 5. The variation existing between males and .fem$l.es i.n 
conjunction with their grade averages as Master's 
.candi.dates is significant at the ol% leve·l of .con-
fidence,. 
6. The variation existing between males and females in · ~ 
conjunction with the! r completing the Master v s pro-
gl'am was ·not significanto 
7 •. Significance at the ol% level of confidence was found 
in variances o.f sex .factor and ·type of college regar-
ding those who completed the prQgram~ 
8. Significance at the 2% level of confidence was found 
in type of college for undergraduate work and the 
compietion ·of a program versus non-completion of 
the program factoro 
9o Signifi~aric:e was found at the 5% .level of confidence 
in the categories of those who completed a degree 
program versus thos.e candidates who were inacti -yat_ed, 
and type of college attended for undergraduate worko 
.10. S;tgz:i~icance at the 5% level of confidence was found · 
in the variances of the thesis versus thirty-six 
hour factor and type of .c0llege chosen tor under-
graduate worko · 
llo All chi squares were significant at eitbar the 1% 
level of confidence or the ~1% level of confidence 
regarding the areas of specialization and the follow-
ing :factors; grade averages, the sex factor, the 
thesis versus thirty-six hour factor$ the completion-
two year limit·-took no courses :ractor, ani the clear-
probation factoro 
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12. Significance ·at the .1% level o:r confidence was f'ounci· 
in the variance of ~ade average factor in conjunction 
' 
with the completion versus non-completion factoro 
Co Conclusions 
1.. Thesis candidates fer . the Master of Education degree 
tended to achieve a higher grade average than did the 
thirty-six hour candidateso 
2o Femal.es were more inc-lined to write a thesis than were 
males... .Males were more inclined to graduate by com-
pleting the thirty-six credit hour progrsmo 
3. Female applicants tended toward higher grade · averages 
in the pursuit of a .Master of E:duc at ion degree than 
did maleso 
4o- _More women than men took their undergraduate work at 
a teachers college 1 while conversely v more men than 
women took their undergraciua te work at a state or 
private universityo 
5. Candidates who completed the degree program tended 
to achieve higher grade averages than candidates who 
failed to .complete the degree progttamo 
D~ · .Limitations of the _Study 
I. ·· This study is ~ an evaluation of the Masters Degree 
program of the Boston University School of Edueationo 
No judgments · were given; no inferences as to the 
worth or value of the program were tendered~ As 
has beEiln stated previously9 this is a fact-finding 
type of studyo 
2o In some instan~es 9 the records of the applicants were 
incomplete as 'to date of entrance ota ' admittance 9 
field of specialization1 sex1 and whether the appli-
cant graduated by taking thirty-six credit hours or 
writi:ng _the thesiso 
3.,. The factor .for di'scontinuity was not utilized in 
the multiple tables of the statistical workcY 
4. Some areas of specialization and types of colleges 
for undergraduate work 'were grouped together in or-
der to obtain frequencies of suf.ficient number for 
statistical treatmento 
5., The grade averages are not grade-point averages; 
they are an estimate of grade averages based on 
visual examination of the applicants permanent 
record..., 
6. Som.e of the data was not utilized in the Chi Square 
tests dueto the low frequencies. 
Eo Suggestions .for Further Research 
1 .. Ai"oilow-up study could be undertaken to obtain 
more .factual data which would be helpful fn future · 
examinations of the Masters degree program at the 
Boston University S.chool of Education. The fol-
lowing _ information was unobtainable in a records-
search type of study~ but could be obtained in a 
follow-up question.aire~ 
a) the number oi' applicants who failed to complete 
the program at Boston University .$choo.l of Ed-
ucation but who completed a Masters program at 
another institution of higher learningo 
· b) the number oi' applicants who completed the 
... . .. 
'· 
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Masters degree program at Boston Upiversity 
School of Education but went elsewhere for a 
second graduate degreeo 
c) the num:ber of applicants who undertook work in 
a field of specialization which was different 
than that of their undergraduate worko 
2. On the basis of the data obtained in this studyl) an 
evaluation of the Master of Education degree program 
could be undertaken to d~'t~.rmine: 
a} strengths of the programo 
b) weaknesses of t~ progr•<> 
c.) additions which could be made to the program in 
order to improve ito 
3.. A study o.f' the applicants denied admission to the 
.Master of Education degree program could prove use-
ful in formulating new admission policies and prac-
ticeso 
4 .. A. follow-up study to determine the field of employ-
ment and job satisfaction of those applicants who 
completed the Master of Education degree program 
· would prove beneficial in future rev is ions of the 
programo 
5. A follow-up study of those applicants who completed 
the program and are now teachingll · to determine their 
effeet1.veness as teachers and the part Boston Univer-
sity $chool of :Education played in buildi~ or fml"" 
' ing to build effective teachers. 
6. By taking the number of volu~tary inactivations, a study 
could be made to determine if the reasons behind the 
inactivations stemed from a feeling that some courses 
at the Boston University School of Education for e;raduate 
students are really undergraduate courses or a r~peat 
of work done for undergraduate courses. 
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Cl.ear or Probation Status 
of Admission Factors Versus 
·• -,:.- · Coinpletion With Thirty ~~ 
Semester Hours or Thesis~~~ 
I I I 
Cl.ear 
6 
83 3.37 420 
TABLE 7 _  
Cl.ear or Probation Status 9t. 
Acbdssion·Factors Versus Took 
. No _ Course~ and Com:pletion ·Fa~tors 
Prob 
ook ·no Corttplet.;.. 
ourses ·· ion 
2 
54 420 
2 X • ol789 
T.ABLB 6 
CleSJr or Probation Status of 
Admission Factors Versus 2-yr 
Limit Inactivation and Program 
Completion Factorso 
2 ·year Ce.p:tet. 
limit ion 
. Cl:ea:r 
TABLE 8 . 
Clear or Probation Status of 
Admissio~ Factors Versus Takihg 
or -Not Taking FUrther Work At . 
Boston University, Scho or -Ecio 
x2 • o0045 
e. 
Clear or -ProbatioB StatUs of' 
Admission Factors Versus- Sex 
Factors , . · 
•;.- : ~1:.0 
2 . 
213 
Thirty sb:· ·semester Hour or 
Thesis ·Plan_ ·of Completion ' 
Ve~sus Sex Factor o 
Male Female 
336 
9 
x2 • 8co.221 
TABLE 10 
Clear or Probationif,atus or 
Admission Versus Grade Aver~e 
Clear · 
hObo 
"A' 
Aver 
2 
X • 1o46 
TABLE 12 
602 
T.~ six $emester Hour or 
Thesis Plan of Completion 
Versus Took or Did Not Take 
Further ·work at Boston Univ C! 
Farther no FUrt 
Werk Work 
6 brs 4 
Thesis 1 318 337 
23 397 20 
. x 2 • oOOOOS93 
TABLE 13 
Thirty Six Semester . Ho\lr or 
Thesis Plans or Completion 
·Factor V:~sus Grade Average 
Factor~ 
Sex Factor Versws Grade 
Average Factor o The Sex 
Factor is only Those Applicants 
Admitted. Clear . 
-"A• •B• 
! 
i 
---Lioii:I...LCIL...__-+--,~~-+~u.&.--+-·-28'--
TABLE 14 
Sex Factor Ver~us Completion 
or Non-Completion or Degree 
Programo 
'Cornplet- !Non Com-:. 
in .letioni 
199 618 
TABLE 16 
Sex Fac~or (All Applicants) 
Versus Grade Average Factoro 
~~~-4--~~~--~--~~--~~ -~F~em~a~l~e~· -+~~--~~~--4-~~~ 
240 362 602 
2 
X • 21o70 
T~LE 17 
Completion or Non-Completion or 
Degree ~om:• Factor Ver8us 
Grad~ Aver~e Factore> 
Com.., 
49 
120 
TABLE 18 
Plan ·qf Complet~on Factor Versus 
Type o£ C~ll~ge Attended for 
Undergraduate Wo~k . Factoro 
.; ~ . . ~ 
Stat~ lJnivo 
Private Univo 
M" 
2 X 81 9o76 
TABLE 19 
Se.x Factor Versus Type of College 
Attended £or Undergraduate Wc:a:k""c·~.·: 
Factoro -
Liberal State Uniiv o 
T~aeher Arts Priv~te Univo 
College College Mise o 
120 100 67 
2 
;lt • 2lo54 
90 
oston Univ1 
School _ of 
cat.ion 
90 
50 
42Q 
161 
lh9 
TABLE 20 
Completion · or -Non-Completion 
(Took No Cqurses and Two Year 
Limit) F~tors , Versils Type of Collegeo 
' .. - . k 
: -.. -
~te Univ: Boston 
·state · Univo Un:tvo 
T.ABLE n 
':oo.Dpletion Or- Two Yea:t L1Jil:tt ln,..,-
activation Factor Ver~ ~e of 
College Attend~ for U~~aduate 
.· otk Fadtor·o- .: • , . . . 
lh7 102 
' 
Boston University 
School o£ Education 
Library 
$1 
Boston U-o 
SchOOl. ~ 
EducatiOn 
BostOn ~o 
School o.f 
Education 
ll8 
51 
567 
C:lear . or PrObation Status of Admission Fa-ctor Versus. 
Area of Speoialization Faotoro 
U&th Mise'? . 
. Health 'Edo SoieniJe. 1'eacho Read 
Recreation English Speech Edo Bl-o Edo 
sieal Ed Sooial Stud S ecial Bdo 
100 82 
l'hesb or "Thirty i:iir Hou.r Plan or ·completion Factor· 
Yersue Area of S:pe~i~lbation J\ctorc 
Sec o Acinino 
& Supero Busc 
Ptlbliti: SGhc Edo 
Admin<» 
32 
Health Edo 
Guide Recreation 
Couno Pby o Edo 
'Teach., Read 
Speech Edc Enge · »&~h 
S ecial Ed.., 
39 11 22 139 17 1144 
J 
Jrale 
Female 
lhco Aaam. 
c1: Supero 
Pabo Soho 
'chin. 
TABLE 24. 
Sex Factor Versus Area. ot Specialization 
Factoro 
58 100 82 51 
Completion· or VolUntary Iriactivation Factors . 
Versus Area o:f Speo~lization Factore 
Jlath 
45 228 19 
3o7 to 
·-o 
3o7 to 
80o Achille 
Super., 
· blio Scho 
Bus., 
Edo 
.:. ;. 
Grade Average: Faotor •Versus Area ot 
Speoi&'lbation Jaoto~• tor All 
Admitted Candidateso 
Be&.lth Edo 
Recreation 
Guid~ Pb;y 0 Ed. 
Coun., 
93 75 52 
TAB~ ~ 
47 
Grade Averi.ge Factor Ve~sUII Area of . 
Specializatiin Factor tor 'All Appli~ 
Adnitted_ Clear~~,;: 
_, _ 
Baal th ~Ed·., Teach o Rea o 
id., Recreation Social · Speech Ed., . 
Couno P.hy., Edo Studies Special 'Ed., Eng., 
13 
87 64 49 
Math . 
38 196 19 
Math & Efemo 
Soience Ed. 
31 188 18 6o2 
